Welcome!!!

It is a pleasure to send you IBA QEC’s third newsletter. As you know, this newsletter is a regular feature of the QEC, and we are really looking forward to your feedback and comments on it.

QEC has been trying to contribute to IBA’s goal of becoming one of the top global business schools. We will continue to work with you on our future endeavors.

Some Wonderful Developments!!!

Mr. Amir Hussain, the QEC Data Analyst, has now been promoted to Full Time QEC Manager. We hope to benefit from his expertise in the coming months!

We are also delighted to have Ms. Farhana Kazmi join us as QEC Data Analyst from this month. Prior to joining IBA, she was working at the QEC Department in Sir Syed University of Engineering & Technology, Karachi.

ACCREDITATIONS AND RANKINGS

IBA QEC is coordinating with the IBA faculty to work on a number of rankings, as well as documentation / accreditation initiatives. We are very grateful for the support of all our stakeholders and hope to achieve success via team work!!!

SPRING 2013 COURSE FILES - DIGITIZATION & TAGGING PROJECT

QEC has completed the Spring 2013 course files’ digitization and tagging work with the help of Faisal Zaka and Amir Hussain as well as an immense amount of hard work from our FCS students: Ms. Alishba, Ms. Moomal and Ms. Zakia.

ARCHIVING OF COURSE FILES FROM FALL–2009 TO SPRING–2013

QEC has completed archiving of all course files from Fall - 2009 to Spring - 2013.

Contact us: Institute of Business Administration, Karachi 111-422-422
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QEC Workshops

QEC has conducted a number of workshops to bring the academic community at IBA together.

Learning from Quality Measures at the University of Malaya

The workshop "Learning from Quality Measures at University of Malaya" was held at the City Campus VC Room. This workshop was organized by IBA QEC and conducted by Ms. Yasmin Zafar. She had visited the University Of Malaya and shared her valuable experiences at the event.

IMTA - Sharing Experiences and Learnings

The QEC conducted the Teaching Quality Enhancement Workshop “IMTA - Sharing Experiences and Learnings” at the CEE, IBA City Campus. Mr. Usman Nazir, Mr. Syed Sharjeel Ahmed Hasnie and Mr. Amer Iqbal Awan discussed their experiences at the IMTA program in Slovenia this year. The IMTA programme is geared towards enhancing teaching and learning skills among university faculty.

Write Your Teaching Case NOW!!!

QEC conducted this full day, interactive workshop at the City Campus. Participants came with background information on a particular teaching case which they intended to write. During the workshop, they structured their case, used secondary data to write the main parts of their case, made a start on their TN, and identified the information they needed to obtain from their primary sources. This workshop was much appreciated by all the participants.
SELF ASSESMENT

The QEC is working on ensuring that all HEC requirements pertaining to self-assessment are met. In view of this, Program Teams (PTs) and Assessment Teams (ATs) have been set up (as mandated by the HEC) and work is continuing on SARs. We hope to accelerate the work on SARs in the next quarter.

QEC PROJECTS

Data Backup
QEC is now working on backing up data of all course files from Fall - 2009 to Spring - 2013.

Database of Course Files
QEC is creating a database of all course files from Fall - 2009 to Spring - 2013.

Re-launch of QEC Website
QEC has launched its website in the new IBA format. Many thanks to the ICT department for their tremendous help!

Organizing ICICT 2013
QEC is also working on the upcoming 05th ICICT conference, to be held on December 14th & 15th, 2013, in conjunction with the IBA FCS.